TRACKSETTING PRIORITY NOTES
The maps accompanying show the most common patterns for setting, but we may have to
vary these from time to time. Note that the Inner Trails Route does not have a map but a
written description.
After a snowfall, for the first shift:
1. If needed assist the skid steer to plow enough that people can park and buses can
turn around.
2. Do some staging area and kids' play area. Do Broadway to the hub, around
Brant's favorite curve to Down and Out and return to the staging area on Down
and Out. Stay right on the dip bypass but do not do the dip.
3. Do dog trails (route 4A). For this first priority shift do either Pooch Paradise
including the Pup and the connector to the Pine Creek trail or the Hound Heaven/
2.5 Km. trails.
The person scheduling can make decisions here but a good way to go would be:
Second shift:
1. The rest of the Inner Trails Route
2. Do Wetzin'kwa-Logging roads (Route 3)
Third shift
1. Pick either Pine Creek (Route 4 include dog trails not done yet)or
Perimeter-Hilltop Route 2
Fourth shift and beyond is at discretion person doing the scheduling.

Inner Tracksetting Route
Very often part of the inner route will already be done as part of the post-snowfall
priority 1. Modify the following as needed.
1. Do staging area (usually 4 classic tracks and 2 skating tracks minimum. Vary
the location of these tracks so that over time the staging area gets completely packed.
Modify if needed for special occasions or coaching request. Finish your passes through
biathlon and/or through the kids play area.
2. Do kids' play area including one or more toboggan hills and the short route
through the trees opposite the lodge.
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3. Work outward and do 0.5, 0.75 and up the Northern Lights route to the 1.5 km.
Do the 1.5 Km. and continue out above the dip to the x-y connector. Stay on the right
side for this pass, but move to the center at the bottom of the hill above the dip so that
novice skiers have packed snow in the dip area. Lift tracks in the dip area. Return to the
staging area via Broadway and loop around the outside of the stadium to near the Tunnel
Connector start, but turn down biathlon.
4. Go down biathlon to One Klick Right, doing that trail and the little connector to
the Tunnel trail on the way by. Complete to the tunnel intersection returning on the
Tunnel Connector.
5. Finally, do Northern Lights and the dip. Make sure to lift the tracks for the hill
leading to the dip so that novice skiers are not forced down the dip. At the bottom of the
dip do the little connector to Broadway.
6. Coffee time.
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